Decoding Two-Syllable Words

Practice
Print this page and then write your answers.

Choose the word that completes each sentence. Write the word on the line.

1. A ___________ has eight legs and makes a web.
   a. spider    b. sliding

2. Antoine likes to ___________ he is a king.
   a. provide    b. pretend

3. Grandpa picked a ___________ for me.
   a. depart    b. daisy

4. My class is reading a ___________ about a frog that can talk.
   a. fable    b. favor

5. Mr. Baker will ___________ me in math.
   a. tutu    b. tutor

   a. beside    b. basic

7. Another name for a student is ___________.
   a. pupil    b. pieces
8. Can you __________ what you said?
   a. repair   b. repeat

9. The __________ steers the plane through the sky.
   a. pilot   b. photo

10. Anna’s __________ sister sleeps in her crib.
    a. behind   b. baby